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SIX OF ONE  -  HALF-DOZEN OF THE OTHER

"IMPRISONMENT/PUNISHMENT" after the commission of crimes is designed to
hopefully alter the person's behavior so that person will not commit such crimes in the future.

"CIVIL COMMITMENT" after the commission of crimes is designed to hopefully alter
the person's behavior so that person will not commit such crimes in the future.

In People v. Burnick (1975) 14 C.3d 306, the California Supreme Court described ASH as
having "all the stigma of punishment rather than treatment" it has "dehumanizing attributes…and
might be characterized as a sanitary dungeon." (Id @ 319)  The Court acknowledged "the stark
reality that this is a maximum security prison." (Id @ 320, fn 11)

In People v. Edwards (1980) 501 R.Supp. 1050, the Federal District Court stated: "It is
only fair and just that [the defendant] should receive some punishment - and confinement in a
mental institution is appropriate punishment." (Id @ 1066, fn 22)

And punishment it is!  Staff at this hosprison who insist on referring to this place as a
"hospital" are in denial, suffering a cognitive distortion, or simply echoing the company mantra. 
Their disingenuous rhetoric is nothing more than fodder for the simple-minded.

NEW EVALUATION TECHNIQUE!  "WE HAVE X-RAY GLASSES"

On Unit 23 in November of 1999, a hosprisoner brought to my attention that NOC shift
staff member, Helen Livingston, had written in his chart, "No deviant sexual fantasies noted this
shift."  Since deviant sexual fantasies are a symptom of a paraphilia, and since the chart entry
insinuated that the hosprisoner had deviant sexual fantasies on other shifts, the hosprisoner was
rather indignant about that irresponsible insinuation.

So at a Theraputic Community group the next day, I asked (rhetorically) just how in the
hell could a NOC shift member peeking into an inmate's cell at night ascertain whether the inmate
was or wasn't having a deviant sexual fantasy, a normal sexual fantasy, or a fantasy about being
released from this God-forsaken place.

In response, Psych-Tech (and Unit Supervisor), Elaine Sherill, got a bewildered stare on
her face  (like a deer caught in the headlights) and blurted out, "I have no idea."  Unit 23 Social
Worker, Mike Groom (who just hated it whenever I would challenge any practice or procedure of
this hosprison) flippantly stated, "We have X-Ray glasses."  No rocket scientists there!  So, does
NOC shift member, Helen Livingston, actually use "X-Ray glasses" when making her rounds, or
does she rely on one of those old "Ask Swami" machines?

LASER TARGETING MENTAL PATIENTS FOR STAFF'S AMUSEMENT

The University of Waterloo School of Optometry issued a report warning that laser light
from laser pointers "can damage tissue in the retina and burn out the macula - the point of central
vision in the retina."  The report further warned that the "damage can occur quickly," "can
damage more than the retina," and can cause "a multitude of eye problems."



Recently, I examined more than a dozen advertisements for laser pointers.  Each of the ads
contained the warning, "Danger - Laser Light - Avoid Direct Eye Exposure."

This editor is aware of at least two Psychiatric Technicians at this hosprison who brought
laser devices into this facility specifically to amuse themselves by laser targeting mental patients
and then laughing at the frightened and tormented reactions of some of the targeted patients.

Bret Boyle (Unit 23) and Matt Stanton (Unit 24) are those two Psych-Techs.  In one incident,
Bret Boyle pointed the laser into the eyes of patient, Larry Goddard.  Approximately one week
later, Mr. Goddard went completely blind in his left eye.  I was informed that one medical doctor
said Mr. Goddard went suddenly blind because of a "tumor" in his eye - but another medical
doctor said he could find no tumor but the eye "seemed damaged."  In any event, Mr. Goddard's
left eye has now been surgically removed, thus also removing any evidence if there was in fact
laser damage.

In another incident one evening, Bret Boyle pointed the laser at various other patients and
laughed at their reactions.  One of those patients who was standing by a window actually became
frightened because he feared he was about to be shot by someone from outside the window.  Bret
Boyle was quite amused.

In still another incident, Matt Stanton pointed his laser down into the courtyard from a
Unit 24 upstairs window.  Stanton was cruelly directing the laser dot onto the chest area of a
more seriously mentally ill patient.  Witnesses report that the unfortunate soul became terribly
frightened and was making all sorts of contorted movements frantically trying to get the laser dot
off of himself.  Stanton howled with delight at the patient's torture.

Bret Boyle and Matt Stanton could both be arrested and prosecuted under Penal Code s/s
417.25 for their illegal, immature, and cruel use of the lasers.

BRET BOYLE'S BIZARRE BEHAVIOR

In addition to the laser incidents described above, Bret Boyle has committed many other
improper and unprofessional acts.

CUSSING AT PATIENTS:  About 5:05pm on 1/29/00, while Psych-Tech Boyle was
working an evening shift on Unit 22, a patient asked, "Bret, what time is it?"  Boyle responded,
"Shut the fuck up and get back to your room."

RACIST JOKES:  On various occasions, Boyle has told racist jokes about African
Americans.  On one occasion recently, an African American patient overheard Boyle making such
a joke.  The patient was quite offended and asked Boyle if he was a member of the Klu Klux Klan. 
Boyle then punished the offended patient by dropping the patient's PAS level, which was quite
unfair and only added insult to injury.

SEXIST JOKES:  On one occasion, in referring to female staff at this hosprison, Boyle
stated, "This place has more dikes than Holland."

PHYSICAL ASSAULT:  In an incident on Unit 23 at patient's shower time, to amuse
himself, Boyle deliberately snapped a patient in the genitals with a towel.  Needless to say, the
patient didn't share Boyle's amusement.

MOCKING PATIENTS:  On several occasions, many of us have observed Boyle mocking
and making fun of retarded mental patients by making retarded facial expressions accompanied by
odd body movements while clapping his hands and barking like a seal.



RUDENESS:  On one occasion in the dining-hall, a patient at the table next to me handed
me a milk he did not want.  Boyle came up behind me and snatched it out of my hand without
saying a word, then threw the milk in the trash.

PERSONAL COMPUTOR:  Recently, Bret Boyle brought his personal laptop computer
to work, and was observed in the office taking information out of various patient's charts and
entering that information into his personal computer.  When confronted about this he tried to
minimize his culpability and claimed he was "only doing his monthly charting."  Unit Supervisor,
Elaine Sherill, at first tried to make excuses for Boyle.  But when a patient made a formal
complaint to Patients Rights and threatened an FBI investigation, Sherill quickly did an about-face
and instructed Boyle not to bring his personal computer to work with him anymore.  We don't
know what private patient information Boyle has on his harddrive.

INSULTING PATIENTS:  On 12/24/99, Bret Boyle stated to this writer's face that this
writer was "worthless."  Very unprofessional!

STEALING FOOD:  This writer is personally aware of a half-dozen occasions when
Boyle has stolen desserts from the food service area in the dining-hall, and given those desserts to
an elderly diabetic patient whose special diet, Boyle knew, did not include those desserts.

BLASTING MUSIC:  On several occasions when working in the Unit 23 Med-Room,
Boyle has had the radio blasting so loud that both staff and patients have had to ask him to turn it
down.  Very inconsiderate and unprofessional!

HIDING IN CLOSET:  On at least one occasion Boyle was hiding in the supply closet on
Unit 23, and in a low voice would call out the name of a patient walking by (apparently so the
mental patient would think he was hearing voices in this head).  Very immature!

RACIAL BRAGGING:  On 12/23/99, Boyle was bragging that his church (Mormon)
didn't have any (or many) "Blacks."  I suggested that his attitude seemed hypocritical and against
the tenets of most religions.

In February of this year, I was sitting with Boyle at a table in the Unit 22/23 courtyard. 
Boyle was boasting about how "being evil" was "the new Bret Boyle."

Although some of the psych-techs at this hosprison are decent people and comport
themselves in a professional manner, there are just too many like Bret Boyle, or worse.  I will
expose as many of them as possible in these newsletters.  Ditto for the nurses and shrinks.

DR. FOWLER GETS FED UP - QUITS

Dr. Fred Fowler (Psychiatrist on Unit 9), after working at ASH for more than ten years finally had
enough.  He quit recently and is now employed as Chief Psychiatrist at a Susanville prison.  On
this writer's first day on Unit 9, I had a private conversation with Dr. Fowler in which he stated,
"There is not much that is 'civil' about this place."  I asked him how he could, in good conscious,
continue to work at such an oppressive place.  He intimated that he had asked himself that same
question.  Dr. Fowler has apparently recognized that even some prisons are not as oppressive as
ASH.

BINGO "THERAPY" AND OTHER SNAKE OIL

Welf. & Inst. Code s/s 6606(a) provides that, "A person who is committed under this
article shall be provided with programming by the State Department of Mental Health which shall



afford the person with treatment for his or her diagnosed mental disorder."  s/s 6606(b) states
that, "Amenability to treatment is not…required for treatment of that person.  Treatment
does not mean that the treatment be successful or potentially successful, nor does it mean that
the person must recognize his or her problem and willingly participate in the treatment
program."

Even a cursory reading of the above SVP statures clearly indicates the Department of
Mental Health is required to provide all involuntarily committed SVP's with treatment for their
diagnosed mental disorders.

Absolutely no provision of the SVP Act gives the Department of Mental Health
independent authority to require that involuntarily committed SVP's sign a "voluntary" request for
treatment before being allowed to receive the legislatively mandated treatment!

Absolutely no provision of the SVP Act requires as a prerequisite for treatment that a
person recognize his or her problem and willingly participate in the treatment program.  Indeed,
the stature clearly and specifically states the opposite!

Yet the Department of Mental Health steadfastly refuses to provide that legislatively
mandated treatment unless the committed person signs the "voluntary" request for treatment form
which requires the committee to recognize his problem and willingly participate in the treatment
program!  The Department of Mental health is not only in violation of the law, but is openly
defiant of the law!  The California Constitution, article 3, s/s 3.5, unequivocally states that "No
state agency may refuse to enforce..any California statute."

As a direct result of the Department of Mental Health's defiance of the Legislature's intent
and mandate, only about 20% of the SVP's are actually receiving treatment.  80% of the SVP's
are denied treatment because they refuse, for legal and/or personal reasons, to sign the illegal
"voluntary" request for treatment form.

The treatment offered those 20% of hosprisoners is not designed to treat the actual
"diagnosed mental disorder," as also mandated by statute, but only treats the symptoms of said
disorder.  The relapse prevention therapy offered at this hosprison totals only 2 ½ to 3 ½ hours
per week.  The design and//or effect of this policy of non-treatment is to extend the incarceration
of hosprisoners and provide job security for the so called "mental health" work-force in San Luis
Obispo County.

By far, the majority of "treatment" for SVP committees consists of Bingo "therapy,"
popcorn "therapy," television viewing "therapy' (lots of that), playing the football pool "therapy,"
taking a nap "therapy," etc, etc.  These activities are euphemistically labeled as "Rehab Groups, "
thereby imparting a false air of legitimacy to such activities.  How many of us were sent here
because a jury felt our Bingo skills were wanting?

More than a year ago, I inquired of Unit 23 psychologist, Beth Thompson, as to if I could
enter the Phase II treatment program.  She refused to allow it unless I signed the illegal
"voluntary" request for treatment form.  I refused.  At a later date, I asked her if I could be given
the Phase II booklet and written materials so I could learn the materials on my own.  She refused. 
And just recently, I asked Unit 9 psychologist, Steven Arkowitz, if I could be given the Phase II
materials.  He also refused.  This institution is hell-bent on not providing any form of sexual
offender treatment unless the committee signs that illegal "voluntary" request for treatment form.

Craig Nelson, are you listening?  Any sophomore with a pencil in his pocket could create a
more meaningful treatment program than that Snake Oil you're selling!



LABELS - AND THE LANGUAGE OF OPPRESSION

Labels are frequently thrown as weapons by hosprison staff, and have the effect of stifling
meaningful communication.  Historically, labels have been used as a tool of dehumanization and
oppression.  With these caveats in mind, consider the following comparison between what is really
going on with staff's label for what is going on.

WHAT'S REALLY GOING ON: STAFF'S LABEL:

  1.  Legitimately addressing a problem………………………………………"Focusing"
  2.  Pursuing your constitutional rights………………………………………"Testing the system"
  3.  Calmly advising others of their rights…………………………………..." Inciting"
  4.  Fighting oppression………………………………………………………"Resistance to
authority"
  5.  Asking a higher functioning staff member 
       to intervene in a situation screwed up
       by a lower functioning staff member…………………………………….." Staff shopping"
  6.  Citing a psychiatric study that
       conflicts with a study cited by staff…………………………………… .. "Being oppositional"
  7.  Standing up for your rights……………………………………………..."Confrontive"
  8.  Politely declining……………………………………………………….."Refused"
  9.  Being satirical……………………………………………………………"Being sarcastic"
10.  Voicing an intelligent opinion that
        contradicts a staff member's opinion……………………………………"Cognitive
distortion"
11.  Asked……………………………………………………………………."Demanded"
12.  Incompetent psychiatrist/psychologist………………………………….."Expert"
13.  Being appropriately assertive toward staff………………………………"Being aggressive"

Don't be intimidated by staff's labels; just recognize it as the lame attempt at oppression
that it is.  Also note there is a great deal of hostility expressed in those labels.

______________________________________________________________________

UPDATE:  Although we don't have a dedicated website on line yet, these newsletters have
gone out as E-Mails to all parts of the Country.  Some staff are so fearful of these newsletters that
they mailed copies to the State Attorney General.  Elaine Sherill, Unit 23 supervisor, is so fearful
of my exercising free-speech that she has ordered staff not to read these newsletters.  Naturally,
that just peaks their interest and they are more likely to read them.  (For Christ's sake, Elaine, did
you flunk out of your junior college Psych 101 class?)  The Cuesta College psych-tech instructor
heard over the grapevine about these newsletters, and asked for copies.  I sent him some.  There
was an article in the recent Atascadero Gazette about these newsletters, but I haven't received a
copy yet.       Stay tuned.

SVP = Shrinks Victimize People
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